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Biology, Toxicology Support. Services, LLC.  

There are many reasons why individuals may wish to decline evolving genetic biologics. These must be 

protected in Maryland as an individual’s right to have a choice as to what goes in their bodies. 

1. Many of these genetic biologics technologies are still experimental and extensive toxicology, 

genotoxicity, carcinogenicity and reproductive toxicology studies on these products have not 

been done—AND ARE NOT REQUIRED for FDA Emergency Use Authorization EUA licensure in 

a Public Health Emergency.  

2. “Genetic Biologics”,   carry the long known risks of insertional mutagenesis leading to cancers 

like leukemias and lymphomas and also lethal auto immune reactions from the action of 

having  “self-cells” express proteins which are the target of the immune system.  

 

3. Religious reasons for refusal. These genetic technologies often utilize cell lines obtained from 

aborted human fetuses in order to either make or test the genetic biologics. This goes against 

the fundamental doctrines of many religions.  

 

4. These technologies can integrate into and alter human DNA which also goes against many 

religious doctrines. 

 

5. Current genetic biologics are plagued by plasmid DNA contamination as well as bacterial 

endotoxin. This contamination will increase the risk of the DNA integrating into the genome in 

an oncogenic manner. 

 

6. Integration of genetic biologic DNA into the genomic DNA of an ovarian cell line was just 

shown last week by genomist Kevin McKernan.  

 

7. DNA plasmids which contaminate the genetic biologics have human compatible sequences 

allowing them to replicate inside human cells.  This was not intended and means there is no 

“OFF” switch to antigen production.  
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8. The Lipid nanoparticle technologies (LNPs) used to cloak and transport the genetic payload in 

these technologies goes to every cell in the body and even crosses the blood brain barrier.  

They preferentially go to fatty tissues such as the liver, pancreas, endocrine glands, brain and 

the ovaries and testes but also target to the heart. 

 

9.  It has been a long known risk to pass gene therapies/genetic biologics on to progeny if the 

gene therapy makes it to the testes or is given to a pregnant mother. The child has no 

informed consent. 

 

10. These genetic biologics are showing evidence of inducing immune tolerance rather than an 

immune reaction against the target antigen.  This will create epidemics of disease is highly 

inoculated individuals. We must pause the use of these until this is resolved. 

 

11. The Genetic biologics may shed to other people and the environment and cause unintended 

transfection which can lead to dire health consequences and sidelines informed consent. 
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